History

Topic: What did the Islamic civilisation leave
behind?
What should I already know?
How timelines are used in the periodisation of history (BC/AD) Y3

Year 4

Strand: Early Civilisations

How large was the Islamic Empire?
The Islamic Empire stretched from Spain to
India and was ruled by a caliph.

The fall of the Roman empire Y3

The achievements of early civilisations
(Ancient Greeks) Y4
How information about the past is
collected through historic buildings,
printed sources and artefacts KS1/Y3

Vocabulary
Baghdad

Baghdad is today the capital of Iraq and was the
capital of the Muslim world.

House of
wisdom

This was a library of university where scholars from
all over the world were invited to study

Manuscript

A book, document or piece of music written by hand

The Caliph

The ruler who led the caliphate and was considered
Pudding Lane
on 2ndMuhammad
September 1666
the successor
of prophet

The fire of London started in a bakery in

The Caliphate The name given to the Muslim government which
ruled the Islamic empire during the middle ages

When did Baghdad become the capital city The dark ages A period of history from 500AD to 1000AD during
which there was a cultural and economic decline in
of the Islamic empire?
Europe
Baghdad was built in 725 AD by Caliph
trade
The action of buying and selling goods to make a
Al-Mansur as the new capital of the Islamic
profit
Empire. It was located on the banks of the
Dinar
A gold coin used by the Islamic empire
river Tigris.
Round city
Bagdad was named the ‘round city’ as ot was built
as two large circles

How does Early Baghdad fit in with world history?

Silk road trade The route traders used to carry goods, it was called
route
the silk road because it was made to carry silk
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What events occurred during the Golden Age?

Vocabulary

The Islamic golden age refers to the Islamic empire during the middle
ages which later became one of the largest empires in history.

BC/BCE

During the Golden Age, Baghdad became a centre of knowledge and
culture. This period contributed to new knowledge in in science, math
and medicine

AD is short for Anno Domini,
Latin for in the year of the Lord

AD/CE

BC is an abbreviation of Before Chris

It is believed that during this period of prosperity, the population of
Baghdad reached 2 million people at its peak! The Golden Age ended
in 1258 CE when the Mongols defeated the Abbasids.
Scholars travelled to the city from all around the world to study.

As AD and BC hold religious (Christian) connotaInteresting fact: In 900 CE Baghdad
had the largest collection of books
in the world .

tions, many prefer to use the more modern and neutral CE and BCE to indicate if a year is before or after

year 1.

How does the Golden age in the Islamic civilisation contrast with Europe?

While the Islamic civilization was having the Golden Age, Europe was
experiencing the Dark Ages.

Baghdad and the Islamic empire
•

Baghdad population: over a million •

•

Millions of books, many thousands
•
of readers.

•
•

The fall of the Roman Empire created a time of great change throughout Europe, and with it, what is referred to by some as the Dark Ages,
a five-hundred-year time period from roughly 500 CE to 1000 CE.
Within this period, learning was less widespread than in Roman times,
infrastructure had fallen to disrepair and cities became less popular.

London and Europe

•

Clean water and good drainage in
cities

•

Advanced mathematics used
Arabic numbers and the concept of •
‘zero’.
General peace across a huge Islamic empire.

•

London population: approximately
20,000
Very few books, only very rich or
educated people could read
Very little drainage in cities, water
supplies were unsafe
Basic mathematics, with Roman
numerals and no concept of ‘zero’
Many wars between Christian kingdoms
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What types of artefacts were left behind?

What skills am I developing?
To identify where a period of history fits on a
timeline.

Muslims were the first to mass
produce paper from tree bark,
plants or old clothing. Baghdad
had a paper mill over three
hundred years before the first
one appeared in Europe.
Muslims also found how to
make high quality ink and
fountain pens. Paper and ink
meant ideas were passed on
more quickly and more widely
than ever before.

Islamic art includes;

•

Architecture

•

Calligraphy

•

painted glass

•

illustrated patterns,

•

Pottery

•

textile arts

To place features of historical events and people from
past societies and periods in a chronological framework.
This is an astrolabe, an instrument for working out the movement of stars and for calculating
angles and distances – and for
telling the time! It was rather like
an early calculator or computer.
This is a glass instrument called an
alembic. It is used to make all sorts of
useful substances, such as lamp oil,
perfume and medicine that helped to
make money for Muslim traders.

To identify trade routes and discuss continuity and
change to this overtime
To analyse two different accounts and say how the author may
be attempting to persuade or give a specific viewpoint.

To evaluate the advancements of two civilizations,
comparing similarities and differences
To use key vocabulary to discuss continuity and
change
Where will my learning take me next?

I will learn to confidently discuss different periods of history and pinpoint new eras on
a timeline Y5. I will recognize overlaps of different eras and compare and contrast different civilizations Y5/Y6. I will use my developing research skills to investigate the

